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Discover the wonderful world of cooking with apples and more than 70 inventive recipes.Do

you know your Golden Delicious from your Northern Spy? Did you know there are more than

7,000 apple varieties grown in the UK and the US? And do you know the difference between

heritage and new varieties and which ones work best in cooking?Explore the fascinating world

of apple growing and discover varieties you don't usually see in the supermarket as well as

popular favorites. Then delve into a delicious array of more than 70 recipes; in addition to

crowd-pleasers such as apple strudel, baked apples, and tarte tatin, whet the appetite with

fresh menu ideas such as carrot and apple soup, apple-filled tortellini, and apple-butter

pumpkin pie. In this ebook, you'll find creative recipes for starters and snacks, mains, desserts,

and drinks that revel in the astonishing versatility of this noblest of fruit - all beautifully

illustrated with evocative photos.

“A comprehensive introduction to the original fast food—shelf-stable seafood packed in olive

oil. With an eye toward convenience, sustainability and deliciousness, Mr. McDade guides

readers through the world of canned seafood options by way of thoughtful recipes and helpful

tips for what to look for and expect from each can.”—The New York Times“A must for anyone

who has a can of seafood and a box of pasta in their cupboards, and potentially the definitive

American cookbook on tinned fish.”—La Cucina Italiana“The Magic of Tinned Fish conjures

extraordinarily delicious dishes. . . . The book is an enlightening and very useful

compendium. . . . You’ll learn how to clean a salted anchovy; why you should only buy fish

packed in oil, not water (much tastier); and why small fish, like anchovies and sardines, are

better for the environment (they regenerate faster, in larger numbers, and contain less mercury

than the bigger varieties). . . . You’ll discover the anticipatory pleasure of having a fresh new

stash of versatile, creative, healthy, sustainable, and easy to prepare ingredients on your shelf,

ready to use with the turn of a can-opener. But mostly, The Magic of Tinned Fish will help you

learn to love your pantry again.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer “Tap[s] into the versatility and

downright sophistication of tinned seafood. From the simplest applications . . . to po’ boys,

mussel salads and savory dressings, the cookbook is full of details about each fish. We love

the What’s In The Tin feature, which offers a mental picture of what to expect.—Dallas Morning

News“Beautiful and informative.”—Montreal Gazette“Tinned fish isn’t only practical; it’s

delicious. Chris McDade profiles the versatility of tinned fish that has turned this ardent

fisherman into a fan.”—Tom Colicchio, Chef/Owner, Crafted Hospitality“Chef Chris McDade has

successfully decoded the beauty of tinned fish, taking the reader on a flavor odyssey of

tradition and preservation. This book’s thorough research and classic recipes are simply

inspiring in their complex homage to this time-honored process.”—Stuart Brioza and Nicole

Krasinski, Chefs/Owners, State Bird Provisions, The Progress, and The Anchovy Bar“Brooklyn

chef McDade makes a strong case that tinned fish is the ultimate game-changing protein in his

excellent debut, arguing that preserved fish ‘can be just as, if not more, versatile and delicious

than their fresh counterparts.” French, Spanish, and U.S. influences inform the collection, which

highlights all types of tinned seafood—from sardines and shellfish to squid and octopus—and

how best to prepare each (some salted anchovies, for instance, need to first be soaked in cold

water). The anchovy is showcased in a simple yet satisfying anchovies, bread, and butter

snack, then moves to a ‘supporting role’ in a dish of grilled broccoli, pistachios, and Green



Goddess dressing that offers a delightful punch with blended herbs and jalapeno. A celebratory

presentation of sardines on a board suggests mixing cans of different-flavored sardines along

with various complementary nibbles such as olives, almonds, potato chips, and spicy mustard,

and breakfast gets its due with smoked trout and scrambled eggs on an everything bagel with

horseradish. Meanwhile, a zesty celery and octopus salad makes a delicious case for

branching outside one’s traditional tinned go-tos. Thanks to McDade’s assured guidance, those

curious about this understated pantry staple will have no trouble diving in. Salty and satisfying,

these recipes hit the spot.”—Publishers Weekly --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.About the AuthorChris McDade is the chef and owner of Popina, an Italian restaurant

with Southern touches, located in Brooklyn, New York. Previously he has worked in the

kitchens of Union Square Hospitality Group’s Maialino and Marta as well as Estela and

Huertas, among others. Follow him on Instagram at @alwaysanchovy. --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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feature)Font style: Publisher default setting [ON] (if the eBook reader has this feature)g

CONTENTSPrefaceThe sight of an apple brings back the loveliest childhood memories:

climbing trees, biting into juicy fruit, and enjoying lifeWhen we were kids, growing up in

Germany, the apple trees in our grandparents’ garden were far more than just plants. In spring

and summer, we transformed the trees into adventure playgrounds, throwing sheets around the

branches and creating robbers’ dens. We climbed right to the top, stealing the first fruit straight

from the tree, or we spread out our picnic blanket under the leafy green canopy to enjoy a huge

piece of granny’s freshly baked apple strudel at harvest time.Our days of building dens and

climbing trees are behind us—but the happy memories remain. And no doubt this fueled our

desire to devote an entire book to this wonderful fruit and to showcase just how versatile the

apple can be. Sweet, tangy, fruity, tart: each variety has its own unique flavor and adds

something special to all sorts of different recipes.As well as popular and modern varieties, we

have included some of the older apple varieties, such as Cortland and Northern Spy, which

date from the 19th century. There are varieties that have been cultivated, harvested, and eaten

for many centuries, but have gradually been neglected or even completely forgotten by

consumers. Roughly 20,000 varieties are recognized, but only a couple of dozen have any

economic significance.Apples have taken us on a culinary voyage. This began back in 2013

when we started our food blog “Das Backstübchen” (“the little bakery”), which is indebted to the

baking skills passed down by Madeleine’s grandmother. Her recipes continue to inspire us

today. Best of all is her delicious apple strudel, which we have included in this book along with

other classics from our childhood, such as baked apples, apple fritters, and Florentine apple

cake.We seek out culinary inspiration from other countries with tarte tatin, pierogi, and clams

cooked in cider. We deploy the apple in all its different guises—sometimes fruity and sweet,

other times tart and acidic; sometimes we use the whole fruit, other times the purée or juice. It

never ceases to amaze us how beautifully the scent and taste of the apple blends in with

savory dishes and ingredients, as well as sweet.We hope our culinary creations will also

inspire you to a new appreciation for our favorite fruit, while bringing back some lovely

childhood memories in the process.g CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONIntroduction |

CONTENTSThe roots of the modern appleApple varietiesg INTRODUCTION g

CONTENTSThe roots of the modern appleMelting snow forms little lakes and a biting wind

streams over the mountain ridge, which is among the highest in the world. On the slopes, the

treetops are a brilliant yellow and red. Here, in southeast Kazakhstan, is the Garden of Eden—

where the apple finds its origins.The birthplace of the apple is close to the mighty Tian Shan

mountains and the former Kazakh capital city of Almaty, which translates as “father of apples.”

A glance at the surrounding slopes quickly explains where the name originates: huge numbers

of apple trees grow in small woodlands, entirely wild and natural, seeded without human

intervention. The apples here are very different from the fruit we know today. In terms of size

and appearance, they are more akin to cherries. It is immediately obvious that a lot had to

happen before the apple would become one of Europe’s favorite fruits.Because these Asian



crab apples were extremely small and woody, with lots of seeds and a very sour flavor, people

used them as fodder for wild horses and deer. The animals distributed the seeds through their

dung. In ancient times, people began taking specimens into the Black Sea region via the Silk

Road. Different varieties were crossed with each other, and scientific research has shown that

today’s apples have traces of at least four wild apple varieties.The apple was eventually

cultivated by the Romans and Greeks and was introduced to Central and Northern Europe by

Roman legions around 100 bce. The fruit tasted sweeter by this point—and it was credited with

special properties. The Greeks even believed the apple could work as an aphrodisiac. In the

Holy Roman Empire, the apple symbolized the globe and was held in the ruler’s left hand as a

kind of imperial orb during coronation ceremonies. Over the millennia, apples have been a

symbol of power, wealth, and temptation.Today, the apple is an everyday product. And its

agricultural significance has steadily increased too: by 1880, it is thought that more than

20,000 varieties of apples were being cultivated around the world. However, as the fruit-

growing business was commercialized, only a few varieties with the highest yield were

economically viable.According to the US Apple Association, the main apples currently being

cultivated in the United States are Gala and Red Delicious. These are followed by Granny

Smith, Fuji, Honeycrisp, and Golden Delicious. Nowadays, apples are grown using a space-

saving tall spindle system. Trees are grown to 10 feet tall on trellises, but have small trunks and

no scaffold branches. This maximizes yield. The fruit are geared toward USDA standards and

the requirements of the retail trade: they must be crisp and juicy and have good storage and

transportation characteristics.The responsibility for preserving older apple varieties now falls

mainly to specialized associations. If you want to promote diversity, you should buy regional

produce and seek out unusual varieties or plant your own heirloom apple tree in your garden.g

INTRODUCTION g CONTENTSApple varieties1 | IDAREDSeason: end of September to

JanuaryFlavor: sweet, tangy, and very juicyIdeal use: because they hold their shape so nicely,

Idareds are the perfect baked apple. They also make excellent apple butter, jelly, and

sauceCharacteristic: developed in Idaho, Idared apples are a cross between two New York

varieties, Jonathan and Wagener. They make a beautiful pink-hued applesauce if cooked with

the skins on.2 | GalaSeason: May to SeptemberFlavor: juicy flesh with a sweet tasteIdeal use:

typical dessert apple, popular with children thanks to its low acidity and sweet

flavorCharacteristic: Gala is one of the most popular apples in the US.3 | cortlandSeason:

September to DecemberFlavor: a zesty apple with subtle spice and a good dose of acidityIdeal

use: due to its hints of nutmeg and spice, Cortland is a great apple for crisps, crumbles, tarts,

and piesCharacteristic: an older American variety and one of many offsprings of the McIntosh

apple.4 | pink ladySeason: October to JulyFlavor: crisp bite and zippy flavor with an

effervescent finishIdeal use: very versatile, and popular both in fruit salads and desserts.

Superb for baking into cakes or just slicing and snackingCharacteristic: the high acid content

means these apples are slow to oxidize (turn brown), making them perfect for cheese boards

or fruit salads.5 | mcintoshSeason: July to NovemberFlavor: a super juicy bite with a tart finish,

and that iconic spiced-cider flavorIdeal use: the preferred apple for applesauce, but it is also

great for juicing, making cider, or cooking with roast meatsCharacteristic: McIntosh apples

were grown long before the emergence of the personal computer, but as Macintosh developer

Jef Raskin’s favorite apple, they became the inspiration for the name of the original Apple

desktop.6 | honeycrispSeason: year roundFlavor: large, sweet, juicy, and extremely

refreshingIdeal use: Honeycrisps are the ideal cheese-board apple. They cut into firm slices,

which also makes them excellent in salads but not so good for baking. Save them for snacking

or savory dishesCharacteristic: this extremely popular apple almost never came to be. When



first developed by the University of Minnesota it was thrown in the discard pile, but a young

researcher, David Bedford, decided to give it another chance and the rest is history.7 |

BraeburnSeason: October to AprilFlavor: firm and crisp with a slightly tart but sweet tasteIdeal

use: as a dessert apple, but also good in saladsCharacteristic: the New Zealand Braeburn was

the first two-colored apple to be sold internationally.n Double-tap image to read the labels8 |

JonagoldSeason: September to OctoberFlavor: juicy, sweet apple with low acidity; it has a floral

aromaIdeal use: suitable for baking, purée, compote, cakes, or preservingCharacteristic: the

Jonagold is a very young apple. It was cultivated in 1943 in the United States and is a cross

between the Golden Delicious and Jonathan apples.9 | Granny SmithSeason: September to

OctoberFlavor: tart flavorIdeal use: typical dessert apple, also tastes great in sorbet and ice

cream or with fishCharacteristic: this apple has a long ripening time of 150 days and it needs a

warm climate. Most Granny Smiths in the US are grown in central Washington, where there is

ample sunshine.10 | fujiSeason: October to DecemberFlavor: predominantly sweet with a faint

hint of tartness at the end, juicy, and crunchyIdeal use: the ultimate snacking apple, perfect for

slicing into salads or stacking on sandwiches. Its firm texture also makes it excellent for

dippingCharacteristic: a hybrid of a Red Delicious and a Ralls Janet, two American breeds.

Nowadays it is grown all over Europe.11 | Northern spySeason: October to NovemberFlavor:

creamy white, crisp, and mildly sweet with a heady fragranceIdeal use: commonly used for

desserts and pies, but just as good as an eating apple, and popular with cider

makersCharacteristic: these large apples streaked with red and yellow were first cultivated in

Bloomfield, New York around 1800. They are a hearty apple and grow well in colder climates,

hence the name.12 | Golden DeliciousSeason: September to OctoberFlavor: sweet apple with

low acidityIdeal use: suitable as a dessert apple, for baking, purée, or juicingCharacteristic:

hybrids based on the Golden Delicious include many well-known varieties such as Pink Lady,

Jonagold, and Gala. This is the most widely cultivated variety in the world.Note: Most varieties

of apples are available year-round in the US due to cold storage and imports from the

Southern Hemisphere.n Double-tap image to read the labelsg CONTENTSAPPETIZERS AND

SNACKSAppetizers and Snacks | CONTENTSKale salad with apples and marinated

squashSalad with apple, goat cheese balls, and a honey mustard vinaigretteApple and bulgur

salad with fresh herbs and fetaApple and radish saladTarte flambée with apple and crème

fraîche, Parma ham, and RoquefortSmoked trout sandwich with apple horseradishPastrami

sandwiches with apple mayonnaise and red cabbageCarrot and apple soup with turmeric and

an apple and walnut toppingApple and leek soupRicotta and apple pierogi with Mediterranean

pancetta in butterBaked apples stuffed with feta and baconApple carpaccio with fennel gratin

and a pomegranate vinaigretteTortillas with pulled chicken in an apple and tomato sauceg

AppetizERS and SNACKS g CONTENTSKale salad with apples and marinated squashServes

4Preparation 30 minutesFor the squashabout 1lb 9oz (700g) butternut squash, unpeeled or

peeled1 tbsp butter2 tsp honey1 D4 cup olive oil1 D4 cup white balsamic vinegar2 tsp dukkah

(North African spice mix; alternatively 2 tsp curry powder)salt and freshly ground black

pepperFor the salad dressing1 garlic clove3 tbsp tahini2 tbsp full-fat yogurt2 tsp honeysalt and

freshly ground black pepperFor the salad16 stems of kale (about 1lb 5oz/600g)2 tbsp olive oil1

red onion1 avocado2 apples (e.g. Jonagold, Gala, McIntosh)1 D4 cup almonds1 tsp sesame

seedsWash the squash and peel it if you prefer. Remove the seeds and stringy fibers. Chop

into slices roughly 1 D2in (1cm) thick, then cut large pieces into halves or thirds. Melt the butter in

a griddle pan and grill the squash, or sauté in a regular pan for 10 minutes. Remove from the

stove and leave to cool slightly.Meanwhile, combine the honey, oil, vinegar, and dukkah in a

bowl for the marinade and season with salt and pepper. Add the sliced squash to a bowl and



drizzle with the marinade. Leave the flavors to infuse for 20–30 minutes.Peel and crush the

garlic. Combine with the tahini, yogurt, honey, and 2 tablespoons of water to make the

dressing. Season with salt and pepper.Wash the kale, let it drain well, cut out any thick veins in

the leaves, and tear into bite-sized pieces. Mix the leaves with the olive oil in a bowl and

massage with your hands for 2–3 minutes until the kale feels soft.Slice the onion into thin rings.

Peel and pit the avocado and cut the flesh into cubes. Core the apples and then slice or cube

them. Roughly chop the almonds. Add everything to the kale along with the dressing and toss

together well. Finally, add the squash and sprinkle the salad with sesame seeds.Kale salad

with apples and marinated squashg AppetizERS and SNACKS g CONTENTSSalad with apple,

goat cheese balls, and a honey mustard vinaigretteServes 4Preparation 25 minutesFor the

vinaigrette1 shallot1 D4 cup olive oil6 tbsp white balsamic vinegar11 D2 tbsp honey2 tbsp

mustardsalt and freshly ground black pepperFor the salad11 D2–2 apples (e.g. Pink Lady,

Honeycrisp, Jonagold)1–11 D2 beets, cooked400g (14oz) mixed green salad leaves1 handful of

tender shoots, such as pea, broccoli, lentil, or mung bean3 tbsp sesame seeds3 tbsp chia

seeds51 D2oz (150g) roll of soft goat cheese, cut into 12 roundsTo make the vinaigrette, finely

chop the shallot. Heat the oil in a small pan and sauté the shallot until translucent. Deglaze with

balsamic vinegar, remove from the stove, and leave to cool. Stir in the honey and mustard, and

season with salt and pepper.To make the salad, quarter and core the apples, and then cut

them into slices. Strain the beets if necessary and slice. Wash the salad leaves and shoots and

shake them dry. Put the sesame seeds and chia seeds into separate small bowls. Shape the

goat’s cheese rounds with your hands to make 12 balls, and roll them in the sesame seeds and

chia seeds until coated. Toss the salad with the vinaigrette and serve with sliced apple, beets,

shoots, and goat cheese balls.Salad with apple, goat cheese balls, and a honey mustard

vinaigretteg AppetizERS and SNACKS g CONTENTSApple and bulgur salad with fresh herbs

and fetaBulgur wheat is one of the main ingredients in Middle Eastern cuisine, where it is

traditionally prepared with parsley, mint, and tomatoes to make tabbouleh. We serve our bulgur

salad with cucumber, feta, almonds, and tart apples.Serves 4Preparation 25 minutesFor the

salad1 D2 cup bulgur wheat11 D2 cups vegetable stock2 medium sweet and tangy apples (e.g.

Pink Lady, Cortland, Jonagold)1 small cucumber1 small bunch of fresh cilantro1 small bunch of

flat-leaf parsley2 sprigs of mint1 D4 cup almonds51 D2oz (150g) feta cheeseFor the dressing1 D2 tsp

fennel seedszest and juice of 1 organic lemon3 tbsp olive oil1 tbsp vinegar21 D2 tbsp apple

juice1 D2 tsp cumin1 D2 tbsp honey (optional)salt and freshly ground black pepperPut the bulgur

wheat in a sieve and rinse until the water runs clear. Transfer to a pan, add the stock, and bring

to a boil. Turn down the heat, cover, and simmer for 7–10 minutes. Remove from the stove and

leave to cool, stirring frequently during this time.Wash, core, and cut the apples into cubes.

Peel and cube the cucumber. Wash and shake dry the herbs, and remove the mint leaves from

the stalks. Roughly chop the herbs and the almonds. Mash the feta with a fork.
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